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 hether or not we are aware, angels have always walked 
among us. They watch us and guide us; they manipulate 

and torture us. Humans are difficult for the watchers to ward and 
only so easy for the fallen to destroy. It is in this plane that the 
battle moves beneath our seeing.

Not all are blind to the thin places. Some are given the eyes to 
see beyond the veil: they come as mystics, witches, occultists, 
children, half-breeds, and the curious. Even the religious are 
sometimes allowed Sight. So few have been given the freedom to 
move past the veil to the other sides.

I was born to move between these planes; my home was never 
certain. You see, I am the Therion. My name is May and this is my 
story.

Thin Places follows the story of the Archangel Gabriel’s ward, 
May, a 13-year old female depiction of the classically-feared 
“Anti-Christ”. Fallen and loyal angels populate her journey, along 
with her human friends and family, as she decides to reject or ac-
cept the role of Therion, the Beast of Armageddon. Through the 
use of watercolor, poetic vernacular, and contrastingly, an epic 
quest, Thin Places seeks the thoughtful reader of works such as 
The Sandman, His Dark Materials, and The Earthsea Cycle.

As the story opens, we are introduced to Gabriel, the archangel 
of Empyrean. He is given a message to deliver to pregnant, teen-
age Lillian, a modern-day descendent of Mary (mother of God). 
The message: she will now give birth to the Therion, the apoca-
lyptically feared Beast from Revelation, who will bring about the 
End of Man. Upon hearing the news, she begins contractions and 
gives birth to a daughter, whom she names May, and Lillian dies 
quickly after.

Full of compassion for this subversive, yet helpless, descendant 
of Mary, Gabriel saves the child and places her in the care of a 
distant hospital. Gabriel is given the role of Guardian over May, 
invisibly watching over her until she comes of age. On May’s 13th 
birthday, Gabriel reveals her true identity to her. He then offers 
her the opportunity to choose whether or not she will take on 
the role of Therion--because, as all beings do, she has a choice. 
Being the adopted child of an artist and a molecular biologist, her 
logic dictates her decision-making, and she asks to see the full 
scope of each realm: Empyrean and Inferno.

May and Gabriel journey through the Shadow Place, which is 
the inbetween of all worlds. They eventually discover Empyrean, 
where May is met with mixed reactions: welcomed by some, but 
not all. May holds council with various angels and beings to ask 
questions and gain insight. She leaves Empyrean puzzled, but not 
displeased. Gabriel and May return to Earth, where Lucifer awaits 
to escort May into the opposite realm: Inferno. Gabriel is unable 
to follow them, as Angels who have not fallen are not permitted 
to enter. Lucifer and May descend into Inferno alone.

Lucifer shares with May the truth of her parentage: she is his 
daughter. He also imparts to her the reason that he rebelled 
against the Wise One, as well as the history of his long and rich 
friendship with Gabriel. He shares Gabriel’s betrayal of the cove-
nant that they shared, and his despair as he and his loyal followers 
fell. May values Lucifer’s transparency and is left to contemplate 
her decision.

Upon returning to Earth, Lucifer challenges Gabriel with the 
truth that he shared with May. Gabriel has no response, and May 
therefore chooses to place her loyalty with her father. She de-
cides to accept the role of the Therion, child of Lucifer. Gabriel 
returns to Empyrean defeated. The angels of Empyrean rejoice 
as May’s choice signals the beginning of the end of times. Ga-
briel meets the Wise One in their cottage and shares his side of 
the story, his betrayal of Lucifer’s covenant, and his indecision in 
the moment of the fall. He confesses that he had been the one 
to give Lucifer the idea of rebelling in the first place, as he had 
always been the one to seek a greater understanding of why.

The Wise One shares that he has always known these facts, and 
he still chose to allow Gabriel to stay. He knew Gabriel’s heart 
was always in question, but that it had never truly wavered from 
his original covenant with the Wise One. Theirs was first, and 
he always understood that, even as he promised his allegiance 
and friendship to Lucifer before the fall. The Wise One forgives 
Gabriel and reveals his intent for May, Empyrean, Inferno, and 
Earth.

Michael prepares the armies of Empyrean to come to Earth, and 
the Watchers of Inferno lay in wait: Earth feels the shift. Lucifer 
must conduct a covenant with May to ensure her role as Therion 
and begins to do so when Gabriel arrives. Gabriel shares with May 
the truth he had not shared before, and May wavers in her deci-
sion. Lucifer tries to gain control by enacting the covenant seal, 
and Gabriel resists and pushes back the hordes of Inferno with 
the power from both his covenant with Lucifer and his covenant 
with the Wise One.

The backfire sends Lucifer and his legions into the pit, but also 
destroys Gabriel in the process. May enacts a covenant seal with 
Gabriel as he lays dying; her power shifts into him and restores 
him to life. May chooses against taking on the role of Therion, 
and both Empyrean and Earth are free from the end for 1,000 
more years. She chooses to take on role of Priestess of the Seal, 
and in doing so, protects the line of Mary throughout these gen-
erations.
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PAGE ONE (five panels)

Panel 1 and 5. Full page establishing shot of present day Palm Beach at the top of the page and Israel of antiquity at the bottom of the 
page. Panel 1 is the top of the page.

 GABRIEL (CAP): They are not so different.

Panel 2. Gabriel face a low lit town with stars shining above it.

 GABRIEL (CAP): The stars shone brighter then.

Panel 3. Gabriel transitions from Panel 2 to Panel 4. We see the bottom of his cloak and his feet walking.

Panel 4. Modern day scene of downtown West Palm Beach. Gabriel is walking with his back to us down a well lit, evening sidewalk.

 GABRIEL (CAP): The lights shine brighter now.

Panel 5. The bottom of the page, which is Israel in antiquity.

 GABRIEL (CAP): Yet, both were unready for the burden they might bear.

PAGE TWO (two panels)

Panel 1.  Borderless diagonal panel depicting downtown Palm Beach. It conveys old money. It is drawn flat and Gabriel walks in profile 
to us. 

 GABRIEL MEMORY (CAP): “She’s too young.”

Panel 2. Borderless diagonal panel depicting the interior garden terrace with stairs leading up to the top of the panel. Gabriel takes 
down his hood as he walks up the stairs. The balloons begin at the bottom and end near Gabriel at the top of the stairs.

 THE ELDER MEMORY (CAP): “You’ve said that once before. What did I tell you then?”

 GABRIEL MEMORY (CAP): “Her tenacity is beyond her years.--”

 GABRIEL MEMORY (CAP): “--But this one, what will I find?”

PAGE THREE (splash page)

Splash Page. We see Gabriel’s head and shoulders as he looks on through an archway to a decadent living room with high wooden, 
vaulted ceilings. The walls are hung with Caravaggio paintings, and the floor has a persian rug. The furniture is sparse but well chosen. 
The lighting is only from three candles on a side table. A young pregnant girl is sleeping on a velvet couch.

 GABRIEL (CAP): He didn’t answer me. He rarely does.
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PAGE FOUR (four panels)

Panel 1. The girl (Lillian) sleeps on the couch with a blanket over her. 

Panel 2. Same scene, but zoomed into Lillian’s upper body. Her eyes are now open.

Panel 3. This panel lies under all the other borderless floating panels. It is a monochromatic image of Mary (Mother of God), looking 
out with bright eyes. First caption is to the left of her head and second caption is to the right. 

 GABRIEL (CAP): She is the last daughter of Mary.

 GABRIEL (CAP): The line ends as it began, with stoic resilience in her eyes. 

 GABRIEL (CAP): But this child’s resilience is swinging by its last thread...

 GABRIEL (CAP): ...the thread I have been asked to sever.

 GABRIEL (CAP): I won’t. I am sorry.

Panel 4. Gabriel kneels before Lillian, who is now sitting up. She and he look at each other in profile. 

 GABRIEL: Do not be afraid.

PAGE FIVE (four panels)

Panel 1. Gabriel no longer wears his cloak, and he stands facing us with his wings (sparrowhawk wings) behind him. His hands are in a 
conciliatory gesture, offering Lillian kind words, rather than the truth of why he came. First half of speech is on the left, and second is 
on the right.

 GABRIEL: Lillian, you have found favor with God. The child you conceive in your womb is the Therion, the Advent of the
 End.--

 GABRIEL: --She will be great, and with her will come the end of evil and the beginning of the Final Kingdom.

Panel 2. Image of face and neck of Lillian as she looks up (at Gabriel/us) in wonder, mouth slightly ajar and eyes wide.

Panel 3. Same portion of Lillian as last panel, but in this panel she is making a face of immense pain, mouth open wide and eyes tightly 
shut.

Panel 4. Mimicking Panel 2, but her eyebrows are furrowed with pain and worry, and her mouth is in a small grimace.

 LILLIAN: She’s coming.
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PAGE SIX and SEVEN (three panels)

Panel 1. Stretches over top third of both pages. Elevation silhouette of the top of Palm Beach’s skyline, with either a painted in or 
digitally created scream SFX.

 LILLIAN (SFX): AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

Panel 2. Entire bottom of Page Six. Gabriel’s hands hold a tiny newborn baby, covered in birth and crying. 

 GABRIEL: She’s….

 MAY (SFX) multiple small unbubbled lettering surrounding baby: WAH 

Panel 3: Entire bottom of Page Seven. Lillian lays on the couch with arms receiving May, the tiny newborn. Lillian’s face is full of tears 
and pain. The umbilical cord connects the two pages together.

 GABRIEL (OP): ….she’s perfect.

 LILLIAN: My gift, my love, my…. 

 MAY (SFX) multiple small unbubbled lettering surrounding baby: WAH 

PAGE EIGHT (four panels)

Panel 1. Far left of page, entire side. Lillian lays dead, having said her last word, the finish of the sentence started on Page Seven. She 
holds a wimpering May in her dead arms. Gabriel yells her name (SFX) right as she dies. 

 LILLIAN: ….May.

 GABRIEL (OP, SFX): LILLIAN!

 MAY (SFX) multiple small unbubbled lettering surrounding baby: wimper

Panel 2: Top right of page, Gabriel takes May from Lillian’s arms. Lillian is on the left lying on the couch, background . Gabriel is on 
the right, perched on the couch, holding the child mid pick up; May reaches out her arms and Gabriel and her look at each other, his 
wings folded behind his back.

Panel 3. Same scene as above, but Gabriel is now cradling May and looking out of the window. The window is illuminated, as with 
headlights coming towards it. The room is thrown into contrasted shadows and light by the headlights.

Panel 4. The room is now illuminated as it was previously. Lillian is still lying dead on the couch, but Gabriel and May are no longer in 
the panel. Feathers float where Gabriel was sitting.
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PAGE NINE (five panels)

Panel 1. Establishing shot of New York Presbyterian Hospital. Gabriel arrives, wings outstretched on the left side of the scene, in 
shadow. Also in the same shadow is a homeless man with eyes wide.

Panel 2. Closer in shot with Gabriel’s wings turning into his cloak. He obviously holds May now and the homeless man is looking up at 
him, mouth agape.

 GABRIEL: Excuse me, do you have a pen?

Panel 3. Gabriel has back to us, writing on a poster on the wall, homeless man is still staring.

Panel 4. Gabriel now has a ripped piece of the poster in his hand and gives the pen back to the homeless man. He sees a grocery bas-
ket that the man holds his belongings in. He asks to borrow it and the man nods yes.

 GABRIEL: Thank you. May I borrow this for a moment?

Panel 5. Long shot of hospital again. Homeless man looks around the shadowy corner watching Gabriel walk towards the entrance.

PAGE TEN (four panels)

Panel 1. Floating panel above Panel 2, to the left. Gabriel holds May, and we see only May looking up at us and Gabriel’s hand tucking 
a blanket from Lillian’s townhouse around her. 

 GABRIEL: I know it is not right, but here is your chance, little May. For your mother. 

Panel 2. The grocery basket sits in front of glowing hospital doors with a note attached. May cries, and Gabriel is out of sight.

 GABRIEL (OP): And your father.

 MAY (SFX) multiple small unbubbled lettering surrounding baby: WAH

Panel 3. A nurse bends over the basket to pick up the baby.

 NURSE: Another tonight? It’s okay sweet one. Shhhh, shhhhhh.

Panel 4. We see what the note reads. We see the nurses hand holding the note.

 NOTE (handwritten): My name is May. Please, love me and help me find a family.

 NURSE: We’ll do our best, May.
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PAGE ELEVEN (three panels)

Panel 1.  Top third panel. Gabriel picks up the empty basket.

Panel 2. Middle third panel. Hospital is in the background and the shadow area where the homeless man sits is in the foreground. Ga-
briel sets down the basket, now full of groceries. 

 GABRIEL: May you be blessed.

Panel 3. Bottom third panel. Same scene, but feathers are left and the homeless man is pulling out a bottle of whiskey from the bas-
ket.

PAGE TWELVE (splash page)

Splash Page.  Empyrean, the Divine realm. The hall has the feel of a turn of the century glass greenhouse combined with a basilica. It 
is lit by starlight above and glowing torches below. Angels walk around the hall, together and separately, almost as if this is the Grand 
Central Terminal. We see Gabriel fly in and an angel awaits him.

(CAP): Empyrean.

PAGE THIRTEEN (four panels)

Panel 1. Left top panel. Gabriel’s feet touch down.

 MICHAEL (OP): Where IS she --

Panel 2. Right top panel. Close up of Michael looking towards our left, his face contorted in anger. 

 MICHAEL: -- Gabriel?!

Panel 3. Middle panel. Shot pulls back so we can see both Gabriel and Michael. Michael is substantially taller and stronger than Ga-
briel. Michael looks at Gabriel with anger in his face and Gabriel looks at Michael with an expression of defiance.

Panel 4. Bottom panel. Shot moves closer towards the two. Gabriel looks away in shame and Michael’s eyes grow wide in disbelief.

 GABRIEL (SFX): shift

PAGE FOURTEEN (three panels)

Panel 1. Next three panels are a montage of images, as in Page Two. Top left corner, Gabriel walking with shoulders hunched and Mi-
chael following closely on his heels in the hall of Empyrean.

Panel 2. Cuts diagonally across page. We see Gabriel’s and Michael’s feet walk down worn stone steps.

Panel 3. Bottom right corner, Michael and Gabriel’s backs are to us, with Michael closest to us. They are in a very low roofed stone 
hall that looks like a 12th century monastery. They approach a very small door, wooden and seeming older than time.
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PAGE FIFTEEN (three panels)

Panel 1. Close up on the door and Gabriel knocking.

 GABRIEL (SFX): knock knock

Panel 2. Same image of the door, but now it is opened, showing what looks like a vast wooded area.

 (SFX): screeeacchh

Panel 3. Whole bottom of page. A forest of trees larger than redwoods and a path leading to a small, circular, stone house with a 
steady stream of smoke coming out of the center chimney. A group of stones are set in a circle near the house. There is a man chop-
ping wood who looks back at them walking down the path.

PAGE SIXTEEN (three panels)

Panel 1. Top half of page. Gabriel and Michael kneel on the left of the man. The man has an ax over his shoulder and is wiping sweat 
from his brown. In the background is the house and a little girl emerging from it. 

 THE YOUNGER: Please, rise and rest.

Panel 2. Floating on the left, middle of the page. Close up of the Younger listening to the little girl whispering something in his ear.

Panel 3. Bottom half of page. The Younger stands to the left of the page, nodding his head to our right, and the little girl jumps off of 
the stump she was standing on. Michael sits on a rock as does Gabriel, though we can only see Gabriel partially in this shot.

 THE YOUNGER: The Elder will arrive soon.

PAGE SEVENTEEN (six panels)

Panel 1. Top fourth of page. The girl leaps in front of Michael, and he smiles for the first time we’ve scene.

 THE CHILD (SFX): thud

Panel 2. Left floating panel. Close up of her and Michael bowing their heads to each other. SFX in between panel 2 and panel 3.

 THE CHILD (SFX): JUMP

Panel 3. Right floating panel. Back of the girl’s head, we see Gabriel looking straight at us/her with sadness in his eyes.

Panel 4. Second left floating panel. Close up on Gabriel’s head dropping with hair over his face. SFX in between panel 3 and panel 4.

 THE CHILD (SFX): shuffle shuffle

Panel 5. Second right floating panel. Close up on the little girl looking up at us with a big smile and kind eyes.

Panel 6. Bottom fourth of page. Profile of the little girl laughing and Gabriel with a closed eyed smile.
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PAGE EIGHTEEN (two panels)

Panel 1. Top of page. From the woods emerges an older man with a staff who looks as if he has been hiking for a very long time. 

Panel 2. Bottom ¾ of page. The two angels, the Child, and the Younger all stand and bow to the Elder. The Elder indicates for them to 
sit. 

PAGE NINETEEN (four panels)

Panel 1. Top third of page. Gabriel is on the left, Michael on the right. We see the back of the Elder’s head. Gabriel is has his hand par-
tially covering his face, attempting to hide himself at least partially, and Michael is about to pop from frustration.

 THE ELDER: Michael, would you like to speak?

Panel 2. Across middle third of page. Michael with angry face and open mouth, left of panel. He starts asking his questions, which are 
each in separate bubbles.
    
 MICHAEL: Where is the Therion?

 MICHAEL: WHY CAN’T I SEE HER?

 MICHAEL: What have you done, Gabriel?

Panel 3. Bottom left panel. Michael takes a breath, as if calming himself down.

 MICHAEL (SFX): sigh

Panel 4. Bottom right panel. Once his steam is let out a bit, he looks towards Gabriel (OP) and he finally has empathy. He asks his 
last question softly.

 MICHAEL: What happened in Adamah?

PAGE TWENTY (two panels)

Panel 1. Top left corner. Gabriel faces us at ¾ angle, looking at the Elder, who is at a ¾ view from behind. We see Michael in the back-
ground looking at Gabriel. Gabriel speaks.

 GABRIEL: My lord, you know all things.

 THE ELDER: Yes, but all the same, please share with us.

Panel 2. Whole rest of page. Gabriel full body shot of him sitting on a rock, his shoulders hunched and arms resting on his knees. He 
shares the whole story.

 GABRIEL: I arrived to Lucifer’s flat, and as understood, he was not present. I knew...I knew she would be with child, but… 

 GABRIEL: She was ready to birth when I arrived. I could see it in her face. Her eyes. She was trying so hard to not lose hope,
 to be saved from this. She had already lost everything. I...I couldn’t.

 GABRIEL: So, I didn’t. I let Lillian hope as she delivered the child and as she lay dying with her. With May. I could see Lucifer
 arriving early, and I had to make a decision. I left with the child and brought her to a hospital to be taken care of and find 
 shelter. 
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PAGE TWENTY-ONE (three panels)

Panel 1. Top part of page. Gabriel’s head hangs low and is in the foreground, with Michael in focus in the background looking at Ga-
briel with wide eyes and a bit flabbergasted.

 MICHAEL: You’ve hidden the Therion, the Beast that brings the end of days?

 MICHAEL: You have hidden the very child of Lucifer, who is destined from before our creation to finish what was begun?

Panel 2. Middle of page, but a bit thinner in height than the top and bottom panels. Profile view of Gabriel looking at the Younger, and 
Michael is in the background. Gabriel speaks, and the Younger nods.

 GABRIEL: She is the child of Mary.

Panel 3. Bottom of page. Michael sits with one hand on his thigh and the other gesturing. The Child cuts him off.

 MICHAEL: It is this fact that confirms her destiny! 

 MICHAEL: You KNOW-

 THE CHILD (OP): Why, Gabriel?

PAGE TWENTY-TWO and TWENTY-THREE (two panels)

Panel 1. Left third of Page Twenty-Two. The Child sits looking straight at us (Gabriel), head tilted, on her rock with her legs crossed 
and hands in her lap. She has a concerned face.

Panel 2. Stretches from ⅔ of Page Twenty-Two to the end of Twenty-Three. Far right of Twenty-Three has a memory that morphs 
with the panel. The primary scene is Gabriel sitting on his rock, his back straight and his mouth firm as he explains his reasons why. 
The memory is in monochrome of an angel holding out his hand, but the top half of his face is in shadow. In between the images are 
Gabriel’s questions that he is not asking out loud.

 GABRIEL: Does she not have choice? Is there not still hope for a child, the last descendent of Mary?

 GABRIEL (CAP): Why must there be a harbinger of evil? Are You not capable of all things?

 LUCIFER (MEMORY): Come on, Gabe, it’s time!
    
 GABRIEL: Could there not be another way?
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PAGE TWENTY-FOUR (three panels)

Panel 1. Top third of page. The Younger sits on the far left, the Elder in the middle, the Child on the right. Both the Elder and Child 
look at the Younger, who is looking towards us.

 THE YOUNGER (SFX): Sigh

Panel 2. Middle third of page. Far right is the Younger looking to our left. Michael sits in low contrast on our left. The Younger directs 
his “answers” to Michael first.

 THE YOUNGER: You could not see the Therion because I knew that Gabriel would choose to disobey. 

 THE YOUNGER: Due to his choice, I guarded the Therion with a Veil of confusion that she might not be seen by any angel,
 demon, or spirit, other than him who disobeyed.

Panel 3. Bottom third. Gabriel is positioned on the far left of the page, his eyes full of tears looking at us as if we are the Younger.

 THE YOUNGER (OP): Therefore, Gabriel, you are offered the guardianship of the growth of the Therion. This grace will end
 on her thirteenth birthday. I cannot continue shielding her at the age of understanding. The Veil must be lifted.

PAGE TWENTY-FIVE (two panels)

Panel 1. Top half of page. Gabriel faces the Younger looking into his face. Gabriel speaks and thinks.

 GABRIEL: I do not deserve this mercy.

 GABRIEL (CAP): She will have the opportunity to live without his influence! Even if for a moment.

 THE YOUNGER: Yet, I offer it.

 GABRIEL (CAP): But, is she not destined to fail?

Panel 2. Bottom half of page. Gabriel kneels to a bow, Michael inclines his head in a bow in the background, and the Younger looks on. 
We see the back of the Child’s head.

 GABRIEL: Thank you, my lord.

 THE CHILD: Michael --

PAGE TWENTY-SIX (two panels)

Panel 1. Top ¾ of page. The Child stands and the Elder and the Younger are in the background on the left. They appear to be disap-
pearing, the small monastery hall appearing behind them. Only the Child is perfectly clear, though behind her is the monastery hall.

    THE CHILD: -- do not fear. My will will be done.

Panel 2. Just the hallway is scene now. 
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PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN (four panels)

Panel 1. Top third page. Gabriel looks over his shoulder at Michael, and Michael faces Gabriel in the monastery hallways.

 MICHAEL: It will be done.

Panel 2. Middle left of page. Michael walks away from us angrily.

 MICHAEL (SFX): CLOMP CLOMP

Panel 3. Floating panel, right middle. Gabriel looks after him, his eyes showing fire, and his wings still showing behind him.

Panel 4. Bottom third of page. Right, Gabriel sighs as he looks down. His wings have turned back into his cloak. The hall is behind him.

 GABRIEL (SFX): sigh

PAGE TWENTY-EIGHT (two panels)

Panel 1. Top third of page. Gabriel walks down the hallway.

 GABRIEL (SFX): clomp clomp clomp

Panel 2. Bottom ⅔ of page. Establishing scene of a bedroom. The window indicates dawn is coming through. We see a bed at a ¾ view, 
and it is very much a pre-teen’s room. There is a whistling coming from the window.

 SFX: whistleee...whisssttlleee

PAGE TWENTY-NINE (three panels)

Panel 1. Top half of page. A lump in a bed moves and grunts.

 MAY (SFX): urgh

Panel 2. Floating middle left panel. We zoom in on the lump and see the top of May’s head as she yawns.

   MAY (SFX): yaaaawwwwnnn

Panel 3. Bottom half of page. Close up on May’s head and upper body. She opens one eye. It is glowing.
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Pages 1-3

Pages 4-7

Pages 8-11

Pages 12-15

PREFACE | Thumbnail Pacing
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Pages 16-19
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Pages 24-27
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MAY | Turnarounds

•	 Place of birth: Born in West Palm Beach, adopted 
in Maryland. Currently living in the Hudson River 
Valley area.

•	 Heroes?: Her heroes are all writers: Milton, Dante, 
Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Flannery O’Connor, Vir-
ginia Wolfe.

•	 Internal battle: She struggles with her lack of em-
pathy and understanding of others emotions. She 
is withdrawn but able to woo others uncannily. She 
keeps to herself, but is quite popular despite this.

•	 What does she want?: She wants to be capable of 
love and she wants to understand what the mean-
ing of life is. 

•	 Worst  Moment: Being the Therion.

•	 Best Moment: Being adopted by two moms who 
love her very much. 

•	 Defining Moment: Her 13th birthday when the curtain 
is drawn back and she is able to see light and dark and 
discovers she must choose whether she wants to be the 
Therion.

•	 Unifying ideas: She is intelligent, analytical, decisive, 
and bored. She can turn charm on like a switch. She 
values games that challenge her, particularly chess. She 
is the black queen.
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MAY | Turnarounds

•	 Height: 5’ 1”
•	 Age: 13
•	 Hair Color: Black
•	 Eye Color: Red Gold
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GABRIEL | Turnarounds

•	 Place of birth: Born in Timelessness. Raised in 
Empyrean. 

•	 Career: Architect of Unseen, but his chief role 
is between him and the Wise One, as Keeper of 
Mysteries.

•	 What does he want?: He wants to protect May, he 
wants to be allowed to end his existence, he wants 
to be whole.

•	 Internal battle: He struggles with his treachery, 
his indecisiveness due to depth of mysteries, and a 
deep sense of longing.

•	 Worst  Moment: The depth of his despair of seeing 
the loss of Lucifer, his best friend in soul and heart. 

•	 Best Moment: Being given guardianship of May.

•	 Defining Moment: When he allows Lucifer to fall, and 
does not choose to follow him.

•	 Unifying ideas: Enneagram Type 5 with a 4 wing. He is 
wonder and mystery. He is the white king.
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GABRIEL | Turnarounds

•	 Height: 6’ 1”
•	 Age: Timeless
•	 Hair Color: Dirty Blonde
•	 Eye Color: Hazel Brown


